“I called when I was struggling and needed help. The AWP Network took one problem at a time and made me feel like someone cared about my issues. They were willing to do everything in their power to help. They may not have known some of the answers when I called, but they assured me that they would do what they could to find the answer, and they always did.” Joshua, Post 9/11 Army Combat veteran.

The AWP Network is a national coordination platform that expands the reach of local organizations by connecting them to national resources. When regional resources either do not exist or have been exhausted, a local veteran-serving organization can consult The AWP Network for a streamlined process to find vetted, quality national partners.

Facts & Figures

- 93% SUCCESS RATE
- 2,646 COUNTIES SERVED
- 250+ NATIONAL COLLABORATORS
- ALL 50 STATES SERVED
- 350+ COMMUNITY COLLABORATORS
- 2,921 WARRIORS SERVED IN 2021
- 24/7 PEER SUPPORT

The AWP Network is staffed by a dedicated team of case coordinators with social services backgrounds who are experts at holistically identifying problems and finding one-size-fits-one solutions. They are committed to addressing each unique case with care and attention. From addressing local needs to facilitating and if necessary, bundling national resources, our team brings heart and a human touch to The AWP Network’s national coordination platform.

For years we’ve known that communities are the best place to improve the quality of life for veterans and their families. While communities know their veterans, they don’t have the resources. Inversely, national government and non-government programs have the resources, but they don’t know their individual veterans. The AWP Network bridges the gap between national resources and communities serving veterans and their families to improve their quality of life, thus helping to end veteran suicide.

Our goal is to expand The AWP Network to reach and impact a larger percentage of the 17 million veterans. Our nation’s heroes need your support.